
ResQ™ RipStop combines patented FR technology with 
unique fiber combinations to perform in both wet and 
dry conditions. Plus, Milliken’s state-of-the-art print, 
dye and finishing capabilities achieve best-in-class color 
fastness that upholds both appearance and protection 
for the garment lifetime. The result is a combat fabric 
that delivers a strategic advantage in every fiber.

Unmatched colorfastness 

Constructed to achieve maximized  
tear strength

Breathable

Quick drying

Near-infrared (NIR) protection 
throughout the life of the garment  

Fabric durable for the life of 
the garment

Available in custom printed 
patterns and solid colors
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STRONG ENOUGH 
FOR THE BRAVE.

Designed for combat.
Trusted around the globe.

Breathable

NIR Protection

 Colorfast 
 Flame Resistant 
 Shrinkage Control

ResQ™ RipStop fabric was born from 
warfighter feedback and is engineered 
to last. Features of this best-in-class 
flame resistant (FR) textile include:



Please Note: As each customer’s use of our product may be different, information we provide, including without limitation, recommendations, test results, samples, care/labeling/processing instructions or 
marketing advice, is provided in good faith but without warranty and without accepting any responsibility/liability. Each customer must test and be responsible for its own specific use, further processing, labeling, 
marketing, etc. All sales are exclusively subject to our standard terms of sale posted at www.milliken.com/terms (all additional/different terms are rejected) unless explicitly agreed otherwise in a signed writing. 
Milliken and ResQ are trademarks of Milliken & Company. ©2021 Milliken & Company. All rights reserved.
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Lab tested. Battlefield proven.
Led by a team of experts, including veteran and active duty personnel, Milliken’s Government and Defense Textile Business 
leverages real-time research to drive innovation. ResQ RipStop fabrics are a direct result of our ongoing commitment to meet 
the strictest performance specifications required for demanding military environments.

COLORFAST
Designed to last longer and protect more in the field,  
ResQ RipStop fabric maintains its color and resists 
detection both day and night. 

STRONG AND DURABLE
ResQ RipStop fabric is engineered to improve the protection 
of today’s warfighter. With higher tear strength, especially 
under wet conditions, it stands up to the demanding 
extremes of modern warfare.

NIR PROTECTION
With Milliken’s NIR technology, you can feel confident 
evading detection from near-infrared (NIR) sensors 
throughout the life of the garment.

BREATHABLE
ResQ RipStop fabric features a unique combination of fiber 
and chemistry that results in more comfortable fabric. 
With increased air permeability, it’s breathable, moisture 
wicking and quick drying – no matter how much you sweat.

FLAME RESISTANT
Working together, our researchers developed a solution to 
provide permanent flame resistant protection throughout  
the life of the garment. 

MADE IN THE USA
ResQ RipStop fabrics are high-performing, American-made 
textiles that exceed compliance protocols and are available  
to ship globally.
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